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Introduction

No two people cook alike. Some of you might fry plantain at 2 a.m. in
your flatshare kitchen. Others will spend languorous hours making stew
for the family on a Sunday afternoon. You might be a master of microwave
cooking, or assemble towering, legendary birthday cakes, or stand anxious
watch over the jollof rice while it cooks. Maybe you cook with curiosity,
plucking ingredients from outside your comfort zone to get a taste of
something good and new. Or perhaps you cook in a fugue state, just getting
some easy nutrition in before your shift starts. Some cooks move with their
appetite; others work methodically through the basics. There are cooks in
gleaming kitchens and those toiling over a two-ring portable stove. Some
of you will hardly cook at all, perhaps preferring to immerse yourself in
cookbook daydreams while eating a ready meal. That’s fine too. Our ways
of cooking are as diverse as us, reflecting every conceivable taste, talent,
culture, body, ability (or disability), kitchen, mindset and skill set. I think
that’s something to be grateful for.
Too often when we cook, we turn the old cliché inside out: instead of you
are what you eat, it becomes you eat what you want to be – how you think
you should be, what you believe you deserve. We cook and eat as a way of
travelling up or down in society, in the esteem of our friends and in our
own self-worth. We try to cook ourselves better somehow – maybe into
a different body or a bigger kitchen or a more accomplished persona –
instead of meeting our hungers here and now, as we are. Sometimes these
aspirations can push us outside our comfort zones and lead us towards
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new experiences. But much of the time, we’re so stuck in striving that we
lose sight of the good stuff already right here in front of us: the way onions
cook in butter, the fun of a corner-shop snack haul, the guidance of our
own gut feelings.
So, when I ask you to cook as you are, it’s a vague direction, and one that
could lead you along any of countless different paths. The aim of this book
– with six chapters, from everyday dinners in Feed me now to low-effort
cooking in More food, less work and immersive cooking projects in For the
love of it – is to afford you the space to discover what kind of cooking works
for you. You’ll find that a lot of the recipes here (especially in Hidden in plain
sight) repurpose store cupboard staples, showing familiar and often cheap
ingredients in a new light. There’s a focus on flexible daily cooking, with
variation and substitution ideas giving you the freedom to adapt recipes to
your needs. There are special-occasion meals in Wild appetites, or cooking
ideas to furnish the everyday in Normal perfect moments. At every step,
it’s about encouraging you to see the goodness – in your kitchen, your food
and yourself – that might ordinarily go unnoticed.
To be clear, I’m not claiming that this cookbook will accurately capture every
aspect of every reader’s life. I’m a cook like you, with my own likes and
dislikes, cultural reference points, strengths and weaknesses. Everything
that I am and that I have been through informs, in one way or another,
how I cook and eat. So, in this book, you’ll see my heritage come through
in the West African recipes. Between the lines of ‘junk’ food recipes, you’ll
read a little of my upbringing. You’ll probably gather from the number of
vegetarian and vegan recipes that I don’t eat much meat. No matter what
some may claim, a cookbook can never be an objective thing: at best, it is
an act of curation, spinning together many food stories into one instructive
document. But, as you cook from this book, I really hope you’ll see enough
of yourself and your life in it to be inspired. My dream is that, instead of
taking these recipes as gospel, you’ll rehash them to suit you and create
your own kitchen folklore.
In case you haven’t already realised, this cookbook doesn’t have photos.
I know how useful photos can be, especially if you’re a visual learner or if
you’re not a confident reader. Photos can give us something to aim for, or a
standard to hold our cooking attempts up against to judge how well we’ve
done. If you absolutely need photos, I’d encourage you to find a cookbook
that will deliver on that front – there are many to choose from. But for most
cooks I don’t believe things are that black and white.
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When we look through cookbooks at the photos (and believe me, I love doing
this as much as you do), we’re not just gleaning clues about what the food
is and how to prepare it. We’re also absorbing cues about lifestyle, class
and background, from everything from the silverware on the table to the
(usually) white hands stirring the pot. This can be a beautiful thing, allowing
author, photographer, stylist and home economist to evoke a sense of place
and time, setting the dishes in an appropriate cultural context or simply
showing the food in the best possible light. But it can also be limiting: by
photographing a cookbook in one kitchen, with one cook, I’d be capturing
only one very narrow vision of what cooking looks like and who these recipes
are for. Such photos can also end up feeling aspirational, drawing us towards
the often-unattainable shiny and new.
With Cook As You Are, I knew the focus had to be different. I wanted a book
that would show food being made in many different kitchens, by many
different people – some of whom may remind you of yourself as you already
are. The focus of the imagery here is less on the food itself than on the
places, hungers and cultures from which that food is born. Food needs cooks
and eaters: without those human elements, it’s just stuff.
I know that this may be daunting if you’re used to the gloss and promise of
photography, but I won’t leave you in the lurch. Sinae Park, the illustrator of
this book, has created dozens of beautiful images that capture particularly
important parts of the cooking process, from how to fold flatbreads to
the easiest way to fill pierogi. And from me you can expect extra help with
sensory cues so you know what to look out for when cooking, as well as
descriptions of what kind of dish something is and how it might look. I’ve
been deliberately thorough in my instructions in the hope that you’ll find
comfort in my words. A photo might speak a thousand words, but it can’t
tell you what something should smell like, or explain the texture of kneaded
bread dough, or reassure you that it’s all going to work out fine.
My hope is that you’ll start to judge your success by whether the food
tastes, smells and looks good to you – not by whether it matches up with a
photo of a meal staged by a food stylist for a cookbook photoshoot. Think
hard about what you consider to be good cooking. Sometimes this is just
whatever fills you up: you can put those dreams of perfectly hosted dinners
for friends to one side and settle comfortably in the realm of the everyday.
Turning your kitchen into a tin-pot dictatorship doesn’t help anyone. The
more upset you get at yourself for your real or imagined mistakes, the more
likely it is that your cooking will be shaped by that fear, and you’ll end up
with burnt onions and split custards.
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A lot of the time, cooking is just functional: we cook to live, not the other
way round. But if you’re reading this book, I’m guessing that there are at
least moments in your life when food rises beyond mere sustenance, when
you want to enjoy yourself as you cook and eat. And there is so much to
be enjoyed. There is noticing an appetite – for chips, or a hot chocolate, or
soothing pea soup – at the exact moment it awakens, and knowing that
you have the resources and the ability to satisfy that craving. There is the
pride you have when you can feed yourself or someone you love. There is
the freedom to cook by numbers or to go off-piste, to respect or disrespect
the recipe in front of you. There is the multisensory fantasia that home
cooking can become, when you draw on every one of your senses to guide
you towards a good meal. And – most importantly of all – at the centre of
all of this there is you: in your ordinary kitchen, with your likes and dislikes,
your tastes and aversions and your washing-up piled in the sink, cooking
as you are.

THE BASICS
• Olive oil: When I specify olive oil, I mean bog-standard olive oil – not
extra-virgin. If you need delicious, peppery extra-virgin olive oil, I’ll make
that clear.
• Vegetable oil: Often, the oil is just a cooking medium and flavour isn’t
too important. When this is the case, I call for vegetable oil, though any
neutral-flavoured cooking oil can be used, including sunflower oil, corn
oil and groundnut oil.
• Salt: Most of the time, I’ll instruct you to add salt to taste. People have
incredibly different salt tastes and tolerances, and different salts – sea
salt flakes, table salt, fine sea salt, chunky rock salt pieces – vary in their
saltiness. In some recipes, especially baking recipes where precision is
paramount, I’ve specified how much salt you need: when I do this, I’m
referring to basic table salt. If you use flaky sea salt, you’ll want roughly
double the volume (so up to 2 teaspoons instead of 1 teaspoon) to get
the same weight.
• Black pepper: I use a lot of black pepper to add heat and pep to my
cooking. It’s best not to use the powdery ready-ground stuff if you can
avoid it – it doesn’t have the same warmth as the freshly ground stuff,
and it can taste a little musty. I understand that’s not always an option
though, so do use what you have. I’ll specify in cases where ready-ground
pepper is an absolute no.
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• Tinned tomatoes: Ordinarily I specify chopped tinned tomatoes, because
they’re cheaper and easier to use than tinned whole plum tomatoes. If you
have whole plum tomatoes, you can of course use them instead, breaking
up the tomatoes gently with a fork before adding them to the dish.
• Soy sauce and tamari: I’ll let you know if you need dark or light soy
sauce for a recipe. When it’s light soy sauce, you can swap for glutenfree tamari if necessary.
• Onions: When I call for onion in a recipe, it will be a medium brown onion.
If you need red onion, I’ll make this clear.
• Garlic: I buy big garlic bulbs, so the cloves I use tend to be large. Depending
on the size of your garlic cloves, you may want to add an extra one or two.
• Fresh herbs: These can really bring a meal to life – from the peppery
fragrance of basil to bright, grassy parsley – but I understand they’re a
luxury you might not always be able to afford. When cheaper dried herbs
can be used instead of fresh ones, I’ll let you know.
• Butter and milk: I’ll ordinarily tell you what kind – salted or unsalted
butter, or whole, semi-skimmed or skimmed milk – but if it’s not specified
you should feel free to use whatever you have. When dairy and non-dairy
milk can be used interchangeably, I’ll let you know.
• Eggs: If I specify egg size, that’s because it’s important for the taste and
texture of a dish. Where it’s not specified, you can use any size and trust
that the recipe will work well.

M A K I N G T H I S B O O K WO R K F O R YO U
You’ll notice that the recipes in this book usually have a Variations and
substitutions section, with easy ingredient or method changes to help you
adapt a recipe to your needs and tastes. Often, this is about convenience
or budget: if you can’t get hold of dried mushrooms, for instance, here’s
how the recipe can be made without them. Sometimes it’s about allergies,
intolerances or dietary requirements, with easy swaps given for meat, fish
or wheat when that swap won’t have a detrimental impact on how the
recipe turns out. Sometimes it’s just about keeping things flexible and
fresh, so that you can give new life to old favourites or make them work
with whatever you happen to have in the fridge. These variations are selfexplanatory, and I hope you’ll make good use of them. Here are a few further
notes though, in case you need extra guidance.
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Vegetarian and vegan cooking
Thanks to the key at the top of each recipe, helpfully created by designer
and artist Evelin Kasikov, you can see at a glance whether a dish is
vegetarian or vegan (or can be easily altered to become so). In recipes
where the adaptation is slightly more involved, the vegan version is outlined
separately with its own ingredients and method for you to follow.

Working around allergies or intolerances
Where a swap to gluten-free flour can be made, I have listed this in
the recipe introduction, ingredient list or variations and substitutions
section. For pasta, gnocchi or bread-based dishes, or ones with ingredients
that may contain gluten, such as oats, you can of course swap in a glutenfree product to make the recipe work for you. For other common allergens,
I’ve given substitution ideas where applicable, but it’s important to
note that not every recipe will be adaptable.

Bottled, tinned and frozen food swaps
Wherever possible, I’ve specified if an ingredient can be swapped for a
store cupboard version. This may be helpful if you’re shopping on a budget,
cooking for one, have little or no fridge space or rely on foodbanks for some
or all of your food. It might also help you to minimise food waste. You can
find a list of the cheaper recipes in this book on page 342, but you can
adapt many of the recipes to your needs. Here are some swaps that you
should feel free to make:
• Bottled lemon or lime juice in place of fresh. I’ve listed both the volume
(e.g. 1 tablespoon lemon juice) and the real lemon equivalent (e.g. juice
from ½ lemon) in these recipes so that you can make this swap easily.
• Frozen or tinned vegetables can sometimes be used instead of fresh,
but it depends on whether they’re in the recipe to provide bulk, colour,
flavour or texture. If they are one of several vegetables in a stew, using
tinned veg in place of fresh generally works fine. In stews, soups, curries
and pies, frozen spinach, peas, carrots, broccoli, sweetcorn and more
can be used with good results. But in dishes where a vegetable plays
some structural or textural role – maybe it needs to be grated to make
fritters or to add bite in a noodle stir-fry – tinned and frozen veg don’t
do so well.
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• Evaporated and powdered milk can be used in some recipes that
require milk. You’ll want to dilute the evaporated milk, or make up
the powdered milk, according to the instructions on the packet. This
substitution works well when creaminess isn’t a massive priority – in
a bread dough, for instance – but is less effective in something like a
creamy potato gratin.

Cooking with limited energy or mobility
For lots of people, whether because of temporary illness, chronic illness
or disability, cooking can be exhausting. If you struggle with this, you
may want to skip to the More food, less work chapter, which focuses
on dishes that don’t need too much chopping, stirring or tending to. If
you have a chronic illness, you may find a slow cooker helpful, as it could
save you the hassle of standing at the stove. While I don’t have one myself,
and know it’s an expense that many cooks can’t justify, there are lots
of specialist slow-cooker cookbooks that might help you to adapt the
recipes here.
Even if you have a hard time with chopping, grating, slicing or other complex
kitchen tasks, you can still make great food. In More food, less work, you’ll
find recipes with a special focus on minimising cutting and chopping (or that
give easy alternatives). If you turn to pages 340–41, you can find lists of the
low-prep, speedy and more hands-off recipes in the book.
Here are a few other things you can do to make life as easy as possible as
you cook:
• Wherever I specify diced onions, you can use frozen diced onions (100–
150g per onion), unless the onions are to be used raw as a garnish or in
a salad (they’ll go mushy as they defrost). In soups, stews and sauces,
frozen diced onions will work perfectly well and save you a lot of chopping.
• Instead of crushing or finely grating garlic, you can use 1 teaspoon of
garlic paste per 1 garlic clove. Another option is garlic powder – use
about ¼ teaspoon per garlic clove. Ginger can be swapped for chopped
ginger or ginger purée.
• If you have the means to buy one, a food processor will help you
massively with food prep. You can use it to roughly chop onions, tomatoes
and other veg (wherever veg needs to be cut into little pieces), to grate
things (whether that’s cheese or courgette) or to thinly slice stuff
(like potatoes for a gratin, or onions to garnish a dish).
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• Things like butternut squash (which is a nightmare to peel and cut) can
often be bought pre-chopped from larger supermarkets.
• Take a seat: if you struggle with prolonged periods of standing, have a
seat at your kitchen table or a tall stool near the kitchen counter. I know
it might sound obvious, but sitting while you prepare and cook your
ingredients can make a massive difference.
• Look into tools that could make cooking easier for you, whether that’s
a wall-mounted mechanical tin opener or a chopping board with little
spikes on to hold the food in place as you cut.

Cooking with sensory impairments or differences
If you’re blind, D/deaf or have any sensory impairment or difference (this
can include some autistic people, or anyone who experiences sensory
sensitivity or overload) cooking can require a diverse range of approaches,
and you might need to rely more heavily on other senses or on cooking
aids. I’ve tried in this book to give you lots of different sensory cues rather
than relying on just one sense. These sensory cues are paired with details
about temperature and timings so that you can cook however suits you.
The ebook version of this book is compatible with screen readers.

Serving sizes
One of the most difficult parts of the recipe testing and writing process
has been the matter of serving sizes. It’s impossible: sometimes I cook a
dish and it makes four portions; other times I make the same dish in the
exact same way and it serves me only twice, as my appetite waxes and
wanes. Appetite – and so serving size – is a hugely subjective thing. So,
when I write ‘Serves 4’, please consider it a rough guide rather than a gold
standard. Once you’ve cooked a couple of these recipes, you should get a
feel for what my idea of a serving looks like, and you’ll be able to adapt
recipes however you please.

Scaling up and down
When I was developing these recipes, I wanted to minimise waste and
fuss wherever possible. That meant that recipes that used half a tin of
chopped tomatoes were to be avoided at all costs. I found that four servings
seemed to be a sweet spot in this regard, usually needing a nice round
number of onions, a whole tin of something or other, an entire pack of this
or that. What’s more, lots of dishes cook differently when made in small
quantities: water might evaporate more from sauces, and consistency can
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vary dramatically depending on the size of the pan you use. And for a lot of
the roasting-tin dishes, a four-serving quantity fits perfectly in a 22 × 33cm
roasting tin, which seems to be one of the easiest-to-find (and affordable)
sizes. I know four servings won’t work for everyone, but that’s my rationale.
You can scale the recipes up or down if you need to using the sensory cues
in the recipe to help guide you towards the correct colour and consistency
as you cook. Alternatively, check out the make-ahead storing and freezing
suggestions on pages 330–339 to help deal with leftovers.

A N O T E O N E AT I N G
Eating isn’t always easy, especially if you (or people around you) have a
difficult relationship with your body. Our appetites can sometimes feel like
an alien force: weird rumblings, cravings that seem to arise from nowhere
and bodily hungers at odds with the priorities of our minds. You can trust
that there won’t be any moralising language in this book about ‘good’ or
‘bad’ foods or ‘good’ or ‘bad’ bodies. However, I understand that, if you’re
struggling in your relationship with food, it’s going to take more than this
neutrality to get you back on track. Here are a few books that address
disordered eating, body image and fatphobia, for if you want to feel less
alone and maybe even come to terms with your own hunger.
Eating with My Mouth Open by Sam van Zweden
Just Eat It by Laura Thomas
Not All Black Girls Know How to Eat by Stephanie Covington Armstrong
Fearing the Black Body by Sabrina Strings
What We Don’t Talk About When We Talk About Fat by Aubrey Gordon
Health at Every Size by Lindo Bacon
The Body is Not an Apology by Sonya Renee Taylor
and my previous book, Eat Up!

THE RECIPE TREE
Recipes don’t grow on trees. They don’t spring fully formed from people’s
minds, either. Read between the lines of any recipe in this book and
you’ll find the work of hundreds of cooks whose craft, teaching, words
and recipes have woven together over time, to create not just one dish
but a whole cooking culture. So although it’s my name on the spine of this
book, I want to be clear that I’m not a creator but a curator: collecting,
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untangling, building upon and reinterpreting the food knowledge that is
our precious, shared domain. Part of the challenge of writing a cookbook
is figuring out how to balance the demands of authorship (‘I should be
an authority! I need to innovate!’) with the reality of these collective,
collaborative food cultures.
When I draw from other cultures, these questions become even thornier.
Especially considering the colonial history of the UK, it feels important
not to steamroller a culturally important recipe in the name of novelty, or
claim ownership of a dish that’s really not mine to claim. Brits will spend
a lifetime arguing about the correct condiments to have with chips, and
then make some dismal culinary mashup like ‘jerk rice’. These missteps are
understandable day to day: if you’re not immersed in a culture, you won’t
be wise to the nuances of its cuisine, of what ingredient turns this dish
into that, of exactly how something should taste. But when we step out of
the domestic kitchen and start writing and sharing recipes – creating and
reshaping the food world around us – we have to take more care.
Many of the recipes in this book draw from the diverse foods on shop
shelves in Britain today: they mix Italian techniques with flavours from
East Asia, or add Middle Eastern spices to simple root vegetables. Lots
are recognisably British in a more old-fashioned kind of way, while some
take inspiration from West Africa, specifically Ghana, where one branch of
my family tree has its roots. There are a few that draw heavily on cultures
that are not my own, like a Korean soft tofu stew or a red lentil dal. When
I have written such recipes, I’ve taken great care to highlight the people
who helped me to understand the dish, and to make clear that these
recipes aren’t my inventions. You’ll find reading lists at the beginning of
each chapter so that you can consult and enjoy the work of the writers
and cooks whose work I’ve drawn upon. I’d encourage you to buy or borrow
their books if at all possible.
Finally, because I know that there’s only so much that one cookbook
can achieve: as well as donating copies of this book to charities and
projects around the UK, I have donated copies of several of the books
mentioned in the reading lists. These books will find their way into
libraries, community projects, schools and prisons, and it’s my hope that the
diversity of the books and their authors will reflect the wonderful diversity
of the communities we live in. We need as many food makers, sharers,
teachers and writers as we can get. Whatever anyone might say, there’s
no such thing as too many cooks.
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Feed me
now
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Recipe list
Pearl couscous with anchovies, tomatoes and olives 20
Coconut, plantain and spinach curry with toasted cashews 22
Beetroot and lentil chilli 24
Chips with chaat masala, pickled onions and pomegranate 27
Carrot, lemon and tahini soup 29
Pasta with sauerkraut, caramelised onions and soured cream 31
Meatballs with basil, cream and mustard 33
Tinolang manok soothing chicken, ginger and chayote soup 34
Crisp brown butter beans with garlic yoghurt and spiced tomato sauce 37
Soba noodles with black beans and broccoli 39
Tomato and fennel risotto 41
Courgette pearl barley bowls with soured cream and dill 44
Silky, smoky aubergine stew 45
Red lentil dal with lime 47
Back-of-the-net pasta 49
Tofu and greens with hot and sour chilli sauce 53
Sundubu jjigae Korean soft tofu stew with mushrooms 56
Gnocchi with harissa butter and broccoli 59
Eden rice with black beans and plantain 62
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Introduction
Feed me now

The recipes in this chapter are exactly what you’d expect: simple dinners
for days when your motivation stretches beyond just a tin of soup, but
when you don’t necessarily have the headspace (or kitchen space) to tackle
multiple courses and elaborate side dishes. Lots of these dinners are selfcontained: a risotto-like pearl couscous with anchovies and olives, a plate
of chunky chips with tangy chaat masala seasoning, pearl barley bowls with
sautéed courgette and fresh dill. Others just need something carby, and
I’ve given suggestions for how to pad them out into a whole meal. If you’ve
slogged through another day of dreary work, these are dinners to enliven
and nourish – something to look forward to.

Further reading
East by Meera Sodha
Made in India by Meera Sodha
Fresh India by Meera Sodha
Carpathia by Irina Georgescu
Hibiscus by Lopè Ariyo
Longthroat Memoirs by Yemisí Aríbisálà
I Am a Filipino by Nicole Ponseca
7000 Islands by Yasmin Newman
Tikim by Doreen Fernandez
A Girl Called Jack by Jack Monroe
Heartburn by Nora Ephron
The Kitchen Diaries by Nigel Slater
Korean Home Cooking by Sohui Kim and Rachel Wharton
Maangchi’s Big Book of Korean Cooking by Maangchi
Cook Korean! by Robin Ha
Home Cookery Year by Claire Thomson
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PE ARL COU SCOU S
W ITH ANCH OVIES, T OMAT OE S
AND OL IV E S
This is just like a traditional puttanesca but with bouncy pearl couscous
in place of the usual pasta. I love the chewiness of pearl couscous and
how it releases starch into the sauce, creating something between pasta
and risotto in its carby creaminess. Pearl couscous is also sold as giant or
Israeli couscous. You can get it from lots of Middle Eastern shops and most
larger supermarkets. Don’t be tempted to swap it for regular couscous, or
the dish will end up thick and porridge-like. There are better alternatives
listed below.
The toppings here – crunchy breadcrumbs and bright parsley – are
optional, but I think they provide a welcome textural and flavour contrast
to the salty, silky pearl couscous underneath.

Serves: 4
Ready in: less than 30 minutes

300–400g pearl couscous
1 litre water, freshly boiled
2 tablespoons olive oil
4 garlic cloves, crushed or finely grated
6–8 anchovy fillets (from 1 small tin)
1 tablespoon tomato purée
400g cherry tomatoes, halved
60g black olives, pitted
(Kalamata olives are particularly good)
25g capers
½–1 teaspoon chilli flakes, to taste

Vegan option

To finish:
1 tablespoon olive oil
20g dried breadcrumbs or fresh
breadcrumbs from 1 slice of
white bread
Handful of parsley leaves (roughly
10–15g), roughly chopped

1. If you’re planning on topping the dish with breadcrumbs, it’s best to get
these out of the way first. Heat 1 tablespoon of olive oil in a small frying
pan over a medium-low heat and add the breadcrumbs. Toast them for
a few minutes, stirring very often, until they’re golden brown and crispy,
then tip them into a small bowl and leave to cool.
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Feed me now

2. Pour the pearl couscous into a large mixing bowl and cover with the
freshly boiled water. Give it a good stir, then cover with a large plate and
leave to sit for 12 minutes.
3. Meanwhile, set a medium saucepan over a medium-low heat, and
add the olive oil, garlic and anchovy fillets. Fry gently for a couple of
minutes, stirring all the time, until the garlic is cooked and the anchovies
have dissolved into the fragrant oil. Add the tomato purée and fry for
30 seconds more, then add the cherry tomatoes, olives, capers and
chilli flakes. Cook the mixture over a medium heat for 6–8 minutes, or

until the tomatoes are collapsed and pulpy.
4. By now, the couscous should be ready: the grains should have the
slightest bite in the middle, but be almost cooked through. Drain it and
stir to break up any lumps, then add to the tomato sauce. Mix to combine,
then simmer for 2–3 minutes more so that the grains finish cooking
and absorb some of the flavour. Once the couscous is springy – neither
chewy nor mushily soft – it’s done. The sauce should generously engulf
the couscous, creating a risotto-like consistency. Serve straight away,
sprinkled with the toasted breadcrumbs and chopped parsley, if using.

Variations and substitutions:
As I mentioned above, the traditional accompaniment for this sauce is pasta.
Just cook your pasta – roughly 100g per person – according to the packet
instructions and mix with the sauce before serving. Orzo – a pasta shape
that looks like little grains of rice (although confusingly it means ‘barley’ in
Italian) – is also an option: soak 300–400g orzo in plenty of freshly boiled
water for 8–10 minutes, until it’s cooked but al dente, then proceed as above.
If you don’t like olives or capers, you can leave these out, though I really love
the tangy pop of caper in the midst of what is quite a rich, flavourful sauce.
You can make this dish vegan by leaving out the anchovies, but it’ll have a
completely different energy. Make sure you add a pinch of salt if you do so.
A tin of chopped tomatoes is a good
swap for the fresh cherry tomatoes if you
struggle with chopping things; just leave
out the tomato purée if you make this
change. You could also swap the cherry
tomatoes for diced larger tomatoes if
that’s what you have.
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